I am yellow.
I am long
I grow in trees.
Monkeys eat them.

I am green and red
I am round
I am very juicy
You have to cut me
open

I am small and red
I grow in trees
I can be sweet and
sour
My seed is inside.

I am green and small
But I can be red as
well
I grow in bunches
I am sweet

I am brown outside
I am green inside
I have many seeds
My skin is rough

I am yellow
I am not sweet!!
I grow on trees
I can make juice.

You can eat me and
You can drink me
I am juicy
I am orange

I am green
I look like a funny
apple
I am sweet,
I grow on trees

I am red and sweet
I grow on the ground
I am good with cream
My seeds are on the
outside

I am green
I grow on trees
I have smooth skin
I can make a pie.
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What fruit do you like?

Why?
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Fruit Dominos
• This is a whole class activity that can be done in groups or pairs.
• Students are given a board and the fruit/description and have to match the
description to the fruit and glue it to the board
• They go horizontal across the top and the bottom and vertically along the
sides.
• When you ( or the students) cut out the dominos make sure there is a picture
AND a description on the domino ( dominos have two sides)
• Make sure the students know how to glue them as sometimes they will stick
them all at the top.
• Once they have finished, they can complete the centre part of the board and
describe their favourite fruit
• I will add a started version at the bottom. ( the board should be printed on A3
and the dominos on A4. )

